


Some aspects of German radar calibration



First, Rehbock radar-range-calibrator

Second, SHF wavelength measurements similarly
to Michelson’s interferometer technique 

Third, Siemens SHF wave meter to the Berlin
radar system

Finally, Würzburg radar power measurements  



Patent DE907066 application date 3 September 1940
Granted 21 March 1953



Basic patent claim

b = glass delay-line
c = mechanical match of a quartz crystal onto the glass delay-line
d = physical match at the end of the glass line (= infinite)



Principle of the Rehbock artificial target



DE907066 second patent claim



Open end of the glass delay-line. Represented by ‘d’ of the patent claim



Basic patent claim

b = glass delay-line
c = mechanical match of a quartz crystal onto the glass delay-line
d = physical match at the end of the glass line (= infinite)



According an U.S. report on Rehbock of 1946:

... The waves travel with a speed characteristic to the type of glass 
(proximally 6000 m/sec) through the rod. …The high-frequency of 
25 megacycles (actually 26.1 MHz) is necessary for the complete 
transformation of the wide pulse spectrum, and produces in the glass a 
wave length of only 0.2 mm. … The glass rods as used in practice 
cause little distortion of the reflected pulses, thereby presenting the 
original pulse shape. …The glass is chosen so as to have the smallest 
temperature coefficient relative to the delay time, which is only 
3 x 10-6 per degree (K). Because of this property, it is possible 
to consider the rods as presenting normal delay time.



Rehbock range calibrator with attached circular polarised antenna



Range calibration setup
On the left the small Würzburg and on the right the Rehbock device



Above the Rehbock antenna reflector is an attached mirror
which purpose it is to reflect light-rays backwards to the WB set under calibration



Please notice both the small hole in the upper mirror section,
and the optical device on top of the central match box 



The optical system is preventing
incorrect alignment against the Rehbock set up



Calibration plate attached to our Rehbock apparatus





Rehbock target signals shown at our Würzburg display
The fourth reflection is clearly visible (with reduced sensitivity)



PTR’s principle setup according Michelson’s interferometer technique



The standard set up of a Michelson interferometer
The (signal) source is of coherent nature



Chart expressing ½ λ versus the numbers of wave lengths replacement



Ideal would be when the exact intervals of ½ λ expresses this situation



PTR’s experimental setup of the Michelson interferometer



Siemens Rel mse 2032a cavity wave meter for 3200 – 3800 MHz



Wave meter scale
On the right the tuning with attached nonius (vernier scale)



Genuine calibration booklet



SubCommittee for the Investigation of German Electronic and Scientific Organisation



The SHF pick up gap



Principle schematic of the power meter for Würzburg and related radars 



Poggendorff’s fundamental principle of late 1820s,
as to how voltages can accurately compared



Power meter Ln20978 (front cover removed)



Power meter J 3 is indicating ≈ 3750 watt output
We operate our Würzburg setup mostly with reduced output power




